The Picture of
Student Success:
Capella University Boosts
Learning Outcomes with
NBC Learn and Blackboard
Online learners have a unique opportunity for a fully interactive
education—one ﬁlled with dynamic visuals that bring subjects to life.
Capella University strives to provide this rich educational experience
to its students while also holding to high instructional standards. To
accomplish this, it leverages Blackboard Learn™ to enable a robust
online learning environment and NBC Learn to provide timely, relevant
and high-quality video from a source Capella can trust. The partnership
between Blackboard and NBC Learn offers educators easy-toaccess multimedia content about real-world events—content that is
instructionally sound and relevant to curricula.
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“The questions that the instructor
posed based on those videos were
very challenging,” she says. “I think our
discussions are much richer because
the video gives us all a common point
of discussion.”
Not only is video compelling, Dr.
Tirrito says, it’s also efﬁcient. “The
information in that four-minute video
is like what you get from a 30-page
article,” she says. “It helps students
who are visual learners. Videos bring
the assignment to life.”
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appropriate content. That content
then must pass muster with Capella’s
quality-assurance team. Finally, the
course requirements and content
are built into online learning modules
available to students.
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NBC Learn provides Capella with
an extensive library of current,
relevant and high-quality multimedia
content from a trusted source,
the educational arm of NBC News.

Multimedia content is seamlessly
integrated into the Blackboard
Learn platform that has supported
the core of Capella learners’
courseroom experience since 2003.
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NBC Learn gives Capella access to an
extensive library of current, relevant
and high-quality multimedia content—
all from a source Capella can use with
conﬁdence. As the educational arm of
NBC News, NBC Learn taps into the
global resources of the esteemed news
organization, as well as the network’s
historic ﬁlm and video archives.
“We create about 100 courses every
10 to 12 weeks, about half of which
are new courses for new programs,”
Koch says. “We create about 200 to
300 multimedia pieces per quarter,
but that doesn’t supply everything
we need. If we can’t make it all, how
do we give our faculty a way to use

Blackboard supports NBC
Learn’s multimedia content,
such as this video about the
Haitian earthquake, on students’
portable devices.

high-quality content?
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Blackboard Learn-NBC Learn Functionality Is Critical continued
Koch says it is also critical that NBC Learn works well
within Blackboard. “The fact that Blackboard and NBC
Learn can share a learner’s login is very important,” he
says. “And our combination of NBC Learn and Blackboard
just shows Capella’s capacity for really using all the tools
Blackboard builds.”
Anderson-Meger says such simplicity is essential to her
success as a learner. “I’m not a technological wizard, but this
is easy to use. Because the video is incorporated into the
Capella courseroom, it is absolutely seamless. I don’t have
to bookmark sites. I don’t have to work off an instructor’s
list of web content that I would have to go ﬁnd,” she says.
“I already spend many hours each week on my coursework,
plus my job and family. Having to hunt for content would
just be a whole other commitment of time.”
Laura Badaracco Amend, an associate course developer for
Capella, says the combined functionality also allows her to do
her best work. “We wouldn’t be using NBC Learn if it didn’t
sync with Blackboard,” she says. “That they work seamlessly
together means I can focus less on the mechanics of

“At Capella, building the online course
is not just the duty of the instructor.
Instead, faculty members, who are
practitioners as well as scholars, work
closely with instructional design and
multimedia development specialists
to design relevant, engaging learning
activities through which learners
demonstrate their achievement of
competencies. While we create
much of our own content here at
Capella, high-quality third-party video
content ultimately helps us make a
more engaging learning experience.”
Rosann Cahill
Online Product Manager,
Next-Generation Learning, Capella University

ﬁnding and posting content and more on the art of
choosing exactly which piece of content will lend itself to
engaging classroom discussion.”
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